MATLAB R2014a was used for the analyses in S1 Methods. We computed the log-likelihood of each of the proposed aggregation rules as the logarithm of the likelihood L that the group consensus estimates are generated by a noisy computation of the rule. This was modeled by considering probability distributions centered at the values of the rule computed with the individual initial estimates of each group:
found to be the most likely rule to be generating the experimentally observed group estimates (Fig 4) , and the log-normal noise provided a higher log-likelihood value than the Gaussian noise.
The noisy geometric mean model
We modelled groups of three subjects reaching a consensus from their initial individual estimates. Specifically, we considered that, given three estimates 1 x , 2 x and 3 x , the group gave a consensus estimate c sampling from some probability density function:
In the section 'Log-likelihood of simple aggregation rules' above, we show that of all the rules proposed, the one with a higher likelihood of producing the experimental results is the geometric mean (Fig 4) : 
for the case of log-normal noise. Note that uncorrelation between groups is assumed.
A third way of setting the noise would be to consider for each group a different standard deviation, estimated via the i  value defined in Eq. (7): 
but the previous two methods are in more agreement with the idea of a single 'noisy' rule generating the experimental results.
Confidence intervals for frequencies of the aggregation rules using the noisy geometric mean model
We estimated the  parameter to be used in Eq. (8) 
was computed. Then, the -th j rule was classified as followed by the -th i group if
The frequency 
and then the frequencies were actually computed as We repeated 10,000 times the process we have detailed, obtaining for each rule a sample distribution of 10,000 frequencies (and probabilities computed with Eq. (15) when required) compatible with the noisy geometric model. For each of these distributions, the mean and 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles were computed. This way, we obtained for each rule the mean of compatible probabilities (blue line in Fig 5a,c) , and the limits that contain 95% of compatible probabilities (upper and lower limits of the shaded areas in Fig 5a,c) .
